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FAMILY JAZZ CONCERT COMES TO LIBRARY
Bay Area Fusion Jazz Ensemble Fun for Whole Family

Pleasanton, CA — Bay Area fusion jazz ensemble Charged Particles performs at the Pleasanton Library on Saturday, November 21 at 2:00 p.m., presenting a program of engaging music and intriguing musical education for all ages.

Charged Particles’ three virtuosos -- Murray Low on dazzling keyboards, Aaron Germain on inventive & sophisticated bass, and fiery drummer Jon Krosnick -- blend jazz styles with elements from Latin music, classical music, funk, and more to create some of the most electrifying jazz in the country today. Along the way, audience members will be taken on an insider’s tour to learn what jazz is all about and how it works.

For more information about this and other library events, please call the library at (925) 931-3400, or visit the website at www.pleasantonlibrary.org.
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